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a successful commercial business can be made out of scichart, by offering a number of powerful

features. you might be interested in: perform fast trade analyses, run ad-hoc queries, create charts,
graphs and visuals extend the charting technology for data logging, device monitoring and anomaly

detection maintain your own data format for storage and visualization of your data discover and
exploit your customers’ analytics needs as far as scichart is concerned, our company's decision to
commercialize scicharts was made with consideration to our customers, partners and the market.

some of the key factors were: we were really getting pushed to a point where we had to stop
developing free-to-use scichart for desktop applications, because of the commercial support
requests for enterprise users. the free-to-use software was not compelling to our enterprise

customers, as a stand-alone product. they wanted a product that they could use in a variety of
ways, make extensions, customise, and be in total control of their environment proving a model

works and can be sustainably created, requires a lot of money. we estimated that if we continued
development we would need more than the $1 million-$2 million required to maintain a viable
business and pay the salaries, rent and other expenses of a 10-12 person team, even if it was

profitable. we received several promising offers, but the terms were not attractive to us. in fact,
one of them wanted to keep all the rights, rebrand it, then sell it to users at a price and against all
competition. this would kill any company. scichart is a product of much hard work and dedication.
the people of scichart are dedicated to improving the graphics and charting software, and thus we
wanted to provide something that could provide a stable revenue stream for scichart’s staff. this is

what attracted us to the commercial market.
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this means you can
access scichart's

charts via
javascript or

typescript in the
same way as the

native chart control
in wpf. because of
the use of high-

performance, gpu-
accelerated html5
graphics engine,
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you may even
draw charts inside
any web browser

as well as use
them on any

desktop, mobile or
iot device that

supports webgl.
the recent release
of the scichart wpf

enterprise sdk
v6.0.1.12967

marks the
conclusion of a
substantial time
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investment that
has yielded an

outstanding
reference

implementation of
a charting control

using scichart
technologies and
techniques. this
groundbreaking

work is the result
of the diligent work

of a group of
dedicated

developers. i am
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grateful to dr.
andrew burnett-

thompson and his
team of developers

for their
outstanding work

and i hope that our
collective efforts
can benefit the
scientific and

technical
communities.

update: in march,
2022 i had a brief
conversation with
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with scicharts
founder dr. andrew
burnett-thompson
about the role of

scichart in an
environment where

open-source
alternatives exist.
andrew was very

supportive of open-
source projects

and their
maintainers, and

noted that scichart
is a professional
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product created for
enterprises which
stand to benefit

from the superior
quality and support

that paying for a
commercial

charting library can
provide. update: in
march, 2022 i had

a brief
conversation with

with scicharts
founder dr. andrew
burnett-thompson
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that paying for a
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